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Since 1938, we have offered the very finest
selection of imported and domestic wines
available in the Mid-South.
Browsing encouraged from 9:30 a.m. 'til 11 p.m.
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Dear Dixie,
Now in its fourth year, Dixie Flyer would like to express its
heart-felt appreciation to our readers for sticking with us.
Your frequent letters have shown that a public address system
needn't be overbearing to be effective. We have attempted to
perceive a community, a condition of life emanating from the
people who live in it. In mirroring ourselves, we have tried to
reach you. We are always gratified to hear that we have done
just that. Your letters, quite literally keep us in touch. Here
are a few excerpts from these letters:

PUT OUR COMPUTER TO WORK FOR YOU
Mailings to your list
Your material mailed to our selected lists
Membership lists maintained/renewal notices mailed
Collection letters
Manuscript and thesis typing

Complete news letter preparation: writing, typesetting, printing,
addressing and mailing

Advertising brochures; copy, art,typesetting, printing, plus mailing
to your list or ours
Call u

N at 901 - 726-5724

ClcvtksJi
"DO^^Quickha£
Memphis, TN. 38104

1326-A Poplar (at Cleveland)

RANDY SIMMONS
MANAGER

PHONE: 725-7742

The Women's Resource Center

Courses

and

Workshops

I HlNrilll

Wttieii

For Information call 458-1407

Inner City Essays by Phyllis Tickle was very moving and just,right...
Anita McClellan, Senior Editor, Houghton Mifflin,
NYC, NY
Let me express my support and admiration for the Dixie Flyer and its
staff. Alternative newspapers that have survived are often neither literate
nor responsible.
Happily the Dixie Flyer has been both.
Dan Henderson, Staff Writer, Commercial Appeal,
Memphis, Tn.
In L.A., Jerry Wexler had a copy of the Dixie Flyer given to him by Bob
Dylan. Thanks...
Jim Dickinson, Music Producer, Memphis, Tn.
I miss Memphis. Please send subscription...'
Reseda Mickey, Musician, Brooklyn, N.Y
Please tell me the money I must send you...
Miss Caterine Zito, Roma, Italy
Thanks for that moving piece by Marilou Thompson...
Anthony Lewis, Columnist, New York Times received
by Dr. Jane Dacus, in response to forwarded issue
I did want to commend you on a fine effort...
James Ewing, Yazoo Bureau Chief, Jackson Daily
News, Jackson, Miss.
The Dixie Flyer provides Memphis with the first viable alternative to
slick journalism.
Perry Hall, Writer, Memphis, Tn.
I was deeply stirred by the article on Tellico Dam...
Robert Michie, Poet-In-Residence, Tennessee Arts
Commission
We've had several requests for the Memphis Music Directory generated
from your ad...
Ward Archer, Jr., Advertising Executive, Memphis,
Tn.
Just wanted to tell you what an excellent publication you have...
Rick Dees
The Dixie Flyer has a tone of passionate decency that I very much
admire. It's quite an accomplishment...
Michael Slater, Editor, Ailanthus Press, NYC, NY
Love to keep up with the Flyer from here...
Jerry Housley, Austin, Texas
Do you guys want advertising on my chest in Hollywood? Send T-Shirt...
Cindy Little, Hollywood, California
I have nothing, save admiration for anyone who elects to undertake such
a task...
John Lomax, III, Country Music Foundation,
Nashville, Tn.
Just passing through and picked up you magazine and really enjoyed
reading it. Please let me know if I can subscribe from England...
P.J. Ward, Sheffield, England
Thanks for the fine review...
Michael Hoyst, for "Snow", Atlanta, Georgia
As a reader and advertiser...I've watched with interest and pride as
you've grown into an experienced publication. I find your format
consistently refreshing, not only for the issues addressed, but also
because your information is dispensed with thoughtful exuberance...
Wende L. Martin, Owner, Healthy Trading,
Memphis, Tn.
To me, the Dixie Flyer represents the heart and soul of Memphis...
Francis Tapp, Urban Farm Program, Memphis, Tn.
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With a little help from a friend, essayist
Phyllis Tickle foils an intruder.

Mail Order Review;
Columnist Ken Pachmayr confesses to a closet
passion, possibly an epic-in-the-making.

Crump and the Lilliputian Leadership Crisis;
The best of times...the worst of times?
Larry Moore examines the Crump mystique.

It's Just a Racket;
Hazel Fath and artist Brad McMillan match
talents to explore the age of "boiler-room ethics"
in this month's feature article.
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Join the Blues Connection
The Blues Connection is the support group for the Blues
Foundation, a non-profit organization whose only aim is to
preserve and perpetuate the Blues, Memphis' own music. If
you have an interest in music and want to get Involved, you
are Invited to join us at our regular monthly meeting:
When: last Monday of the month 7:00 P.M Business meeting
8:00 P.M. Entertainment by members Where: Lou's Place,
118 Madison (In the alley)
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Record Reviews
No greater love hath music critic L. S. Pearce
than for Ricki Lee Jones' latest LP, "Pirates".

Lost in the 80's
Reason totters as gadfly Don McGregor levels at
Life-in-the Eighties. Art by David Westbrook.

New Music in Memphis;

Can MMusic thrive in Memphis? Lyn Gillick pays
tribute to this fledgling organization. Her music
calendar will direct you to the latest Jazz attractions.
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The front pasture is full of starlings..
Whose pasture isn't in this part of the
world? We have bred guineas, of
course, to fight them off. The starlings
won't venture beyond the yard fence, a
boundary which the guineas seem to
have militantly adopted as their rural
Rubicon. Starlings belong'in pastures
and fence row trees; guineas belong in
farm yards and windbreak trees. It's a
simple division which spares us much
trouble and probably no small amount
of disease, owing to the nature of starl
ings and, of course, to that of guineas.
Our puppies and guineas, like our
children, are part of the control we en
joy over the circumstances and joys of
life. We have been robbed once here in
our isolation. It will never happen
again, I imagine. Certainly it is also
one of the functions of both the
raucous guineas and the German
shepherd puppies to see that it does
not.The guineas will have little pro
blem fulfilling their assigned purposes.
They tend to be longed-lived and slip
pery....much too smart to be caught on
the ground and much too suspicious to
be conned by any other creature be he
burglar, predator animal or hunter
human. Now the puppies, grown to
some seventy pounds each in their
eleven months of existence, are av dif
ferent matter.

There are mice in our attic. The fact
does not greatly disturb me, and the
faint scuffling noise of their
movements can be almost pleasing at
times. It has nothing to do with us, of
course, or with our habits. It has only
to do with mice and especially with the
nature of country mice. There have
always been mice in rural attics.* We do
manage to keep ours contained there
by laying out pounds and pounds of
poison. The bait, recommended by
both the previous owners and our one
set of neighbors, is blue, smells faintly
mousey when opened, and causes
rodents to hemorrhage to death over a
period of several days. We find their
bodies, so I know that at least that part
of what we've been told is accurate.
If the poison were not there to at
tract and feed the mice, we also know
from the previous owner, then the
pests would move into the house itself
looking for food. That apparently
really is a problem and a safety hazard,
especially when one has small children.
So we lay out poison and listen nights
as the little creatures eat themselves out
of our attic and our lives.
Of course, with children^ one can't
lay out poison or traps in open places,
so there is a constant potential for rats
in the garage and storage sheds as well
as hi the barn. There have always been
A
rats to deal with in the country. The
solution is to find a good torn cat. In
one day's time an agressive torn can
dispense with at least five rats. If he's
not fed in any other way, he can
sometimes do away with twice that
It is the nature of puppies to be more
number. In fact, unfed, a mature male physical than mental. As a result, they
cat can keep a garage, two storage will light into anything without regard
sheds and a moderate size barn rat for such objective matters as relative
free. We know. Our torn is fat and size, potential hazard, aggressive ad
unfed.
vantage, etc. There's a cow, a mean
There are also moles in our orchard. old bitch of a cow, out in the lower
It is apparently the first year that that
field right now. She's going to calf at
problem has come up. We have found, any minute. She knows it and the pup
however, that puppies are fond of pies know it. When the calf comes, the
moles. They don't eat them, of course. puppies will be there before we are, I
They are only fond of the smell of imagine. There's no sport greater than
moles; and most particularly, they are the sport of drawing blood on a new
fond of sniffing tdong mole tunnels, calf, especially if you're & puppy just
digging furiously in pursuit of the tan coming upon a year old. The cow
talizing odor. Once the mble is caught knows this just as clearly as the puppies
and brought dead into the air, he know it. Her horns are itching now for
doesn't smell so wonderful. He just the weight of a puppy being tossed
smells dead. But we got some puppies across a field on her tips. The puppies,
anyway. The orchard is a Mayan maze being bright, will only have to be toss
of furrows and trenches now and the ed once before the calf will be free to
front yard is littered from time to time nurse his first milk in peace and to feed
with mole corpses, but it all comes out forever after undisturbed. My only
even. The puppies, really bought to be concern at this point is that the cow not
watch dogs, are entertained and the gore the puppies beyond their ability to
fruit trees will bear for us another year, survive. It is the nature of puppies and
undisturbed dunng the full warm mon new mothers to survive their dif
ths of summer while God makes apples ferences and there is nothing wecan do
out of blooms and pecans out of about that beyond hoping that the pup
tassels. That God's job, of course. The pies will suffer only therapeutically.
moles are ours. It is the nature of or Even though they are more vulnerable
chards and puppies and God that it Than guineas, and dumber, we still
should be so.
need them.

All this is particularly on my mind
today. For one thing the cow is going
to birth sometime today. For another,
a Ford pick-up with no license plates
has been cruising up and down the
road three times already this morning
and has pulled into our drive once.
From his point of view the house must
look empty since the car is in the shop
today. I figure he'll be back before
mid-afternoon. It is the nature of his
profession, and there is nothing I can
do about that. The puppies will bark,
assuming, of course, that the cow is
not birthing that tempting calf, and the
guineas will blast the air to warn me. I
have also called the neighbor on the
next farm and he's watching as well.
From the window of the small studio
off our kitchen, I can just barely see
Joseph, gun in hand, cross from his
house down this way toward his barn.
He'll be in the loft by now, I suspect.
He's the kind of man who's been out in
the open all his life. He'll be more
comfortable waiting in the shielded
spaces of the barn. Besides he can un
doubtedly see more clearly from the
loft. For my own part, I will wait here
among the books, paper and stacks
which are my own comfortable and
customary existence.
A great and gentle peace pervades
the whole of life at this moment. The
farms around me are still as autumn.
Only the hum of the electric typewriter
sings to me. The herd is lying docile in
the sunny patches of the lower pasture,
almost as if choosing to listen rather
than to graze. No creature moves out
side my window except an aging spider
spinning toward her final sleep. There
is no traffic in road or field, no
violence in our afternoon.
Perhaps I do not know the definition
of violence, but I do know that
whatever it is, it is not in the good and
decent man who waits across the field
in his barn loft. It is not here in this
warm room with me nor yonder in the
gun that waits cocked and ready on my
kitchen table. For those of us who
wait....for my neighbor, for me, for
my gun, for the good earth, even for
the man who himself waits and watches
for his chance to violate....for all of us
there is no violence in what we do. I
bring to the man in the pick-up no
anger either for what he wants to do
nor for what has already been done.
The same God who wove mice and
starlings and moles into biographies of
my cows and guineas wove burglars
and thieves and vulnerable children in-.
to mine. Whatever limitation or loss or
pain may come from the hands of
either mice or thieves will, in history,
be no more than an opposing tension
to the quiet cows watching in the sun
shine, to the woodpecker boring for his
grubs, to the hum of my machine while
I, with, and through it, burrow myself.
As I am writing this I hear Joseph
shooting out the tires of the new Ford
pick-up which has indeed parked in my
upper drive. I can see him now moving
toward it from his side yard. I suppose
it is time to call the sheriff again and
tell him we caught the fellow without
any trouble after all. Down in the
pasture the cows are beginnning to
rouse and my favorite woodpecker has
just flown into the pine tree. We have
already begun again, as quietly as
always, to live in balance with each
other. Perhaps I should tell the sherriff that also.

Mr. Crump
and the

I

Lilliputian Leadership Crisis

have always been fascinated
with the question of whether
it is true or necessary that
social chaos must rush in to fill
social void, and, that it is from this
social chaos that social order must be
built. Must there always be confu
sions, factions and friction following a
Louis XVI or a Shah of Iran?
This is not just idle speculation, but
is provoked by decades of watching the
confusion of Memphis politics and"
government following the death of
E.H. Cfump, with its political fac
tions, racial bickering, ascendency of
the country club mentality, and ever
present readiness to abase the city at
eyery opportunity.
Recent Memphis history has produc
ed very few real leaders from this con
fusion who have shown a real interest
in Memphis and its people. Most of
the rest are petty tyrants whose only in
terest is in protecting their own nest,
while pretending that their nest is
Memphis. However, to say that these
people are not leaders is not to say that
they do not have power. Indeed, like a
peevish four-year-old witH a loaded
pistol, they can be very powerful.
However, a four-year-old is not a
leader and can not be counted upon to
know what is best for itself, and cer
tainly not what is in the best interest of
others, and neither can many of the
powerful in Memphis.
All of this made me wonder what
Memphis had been like before all of
this. I was five years old when Crump
died and could only remember that his
death had gotten a lot of space in the
newspaper. But what had he been like?
As most people under forty, I assumed
that I knew. After all, weren't all
Southern political bosses like the
caricature on TV's Dukes of Hazzard,
flamboyant liars, racist-sexistswindlers who would steal the money
off an orphan?
There were always questions. Older
black friends and relatives who could
not mention many of the current local
white leaders or any of the older
Southern political bosses without an
expletive, always referred to Crump as
"Mr. Crump", and they never really
had any bad stories to tell about him
like*- they did about Bilbo or Long.
This was true even of the boldest of the
old timers that I knew.
As I got older and began to have
dealings with the white community, I
found the same phenomenon among
many of the over-forty people. It
made no difference whether the in
dividual was a liberal with liberal
heroes and conservative villains, or was
a conservative with conservative heroes
and liberal villains, Crump was always
referred to respectfully as "Mr.
Crump".
It began to take on the air of a
mystery.
Memphis blacks, whites,
liberals and conservatives all seemed to
have respect for the same person. In

the Memphis that I was raised in, this
should have been impossible. In fact,
it was not until I began to have dealings
with the traditionally aristocratic of
Memphis, both black and white, that I
encountered true hostility toward
Crump. That made even less sense.
After all, were not bosses supposed to
cater to the wealthy in the South?
The answer proved to be simple.
Crump was a leader, and a leader,
whether he is loved like Caesar, or
hated like Hannibal, usually earns the
love and respect of his followers.
Crump was no ordinary leader; in fact,
he may have been the most outstanding
leader of this century.
First of all, Crump was honest. In
spite of the general corruption of most
big city machines at the beginning of
this century, Crump insisted at all
times on the highest standard of hones
ty in government,
not only from
himself, but from
any who would
follow him.
An
audit of his books
while he was mayor
showed, that they
were only two cents
out of balance, in
the city's favor.
Crump was one of
the first city
mayors to require
competitive bid
ding on major
government items
and a central pur
chasing to buy all
other items. His
honesty and management allowed him
to cut taxes while increasing services.
Of all the local bosses governing
America during that time, Crump was
one of the eight that was never con
victed of a crime, and only one of two
that was never indicted.
In many ways, Crump had the im
pulses of a socialist. He believed that
all services which affected the people
should be owned by the people. He
spent over thirty years putting the
philosophy to work in taking the
ownership of the electric company, gas
company and transit company from
private businesses and giving them to
the people of Memphis. Crump's at
titude toward Memphis' big businesses
is seen in his statement that they "had
been notorious tax dodgers for more
than a hundred years and had never
done anything in a civic way for Mem
phis beyond a measley contribution of
$50.00 a year to the Memphis Chamber
of Commerce."
It was Crump's social positions,
however, that best reflect Goethe's
comment that the faults of a great per
son reflect their era, while their
greatness is transcendental. Crump
was reared as a Southern Protestant
Segregationist who placed ladies on a
pedestal and who never rejected those
Mister Crump followed by Welkins Overton (credit: :

teachings. Yet of all the Southern
Bosses, Crump is the only one who
never used race, religion or sex as a
tool or support for his machine/
Crump was a supporter of women's
suffrage (which is like being for the
ERA today), had women in his
organization, and on occasion, had
women elected to office as part of his
machine ticket.
In religion, Crump was complimen
tary of Jews and had many in his
organization. With Catholics, Crump
actively supported A1 Smith in his race
for president. In fact, when the subject
of Smith's religion came up in the 1928
political convention and things began
to get nasty, Crump grabbed Ten
nessee's banner and led a parade in
support of Smith, or as Crump put it,
'following the banner of religious
freedom". When he was later attack
ed "for
his
stand,Crump
responded with a
lengthy article
outlining
the
Catholic contribu
tion to Memphis.
^
Although declar
ing himself to be a
segregationist,Crump

fought

a_

constant battle
with other segrega
tionists as to what
blacks were entitl
ed.
To many
Southerners,se
gregation meant
separate
but
nothing for blacks.
Cramp believed that even though
separate, blacks were entitled to all the
rights and privileges of other citizens,
including the right to vote, to use
public parks, the right to clean, quiet
neighborhoods, and to be respected by
the police.
Cramp fought a long and bloody
political battle, with the park commis
sion over building adequate black
parks to serve the black community.
All that had been proposed as a park
site by the park commission was Presi
dent's Island which at that tithe was
under water half of the year and could,
only be reached by boat or by swimm
ing. During the flood of 1912 Cramp
saw that black as well "as whitef
sharecroppers, sent into the city as
refugees, were housed and fed on an
equal basis in the same location.
Cramp attacked the School Board in
1920 for attempting to raise the pay of
white teachers only.
In addition,
Cramp was a constant and public critic
of the police department in regards to
police brutality of black people.
But most important for many poor
blacks during that era was his in
sistence that poor black areas receive
the same repair And' service that the
better white neighbors received. It was
this policy that made Memphis the naCommerdal Appeal and the Mtatatppi VaUey Collection).

tion's cleanest city for decades on end,
even though it had a large urban poor
population.
There were blacks in the" Cramp
organization, and he met regularly
with the black ministers who were the
recognized leaders of the black com
munity in those days, all inan effort to
be attuned to the needs of this part of
the population. In fact, Cramp made
it his practice to subscribe to the local
black papers, and later to Ebony and
Jet to keep abreast of black problems.
All of this served to cause the blacks
in Memphis, who were voting decades
before other areas of the South, to vote
Democratic long before Roosevelt won
most blacks away from the Republican
party. This created friction between
the black aristocratic class which was
lead by Bob Church Jr., a national
figure in the Republican party. The
masses, however, formed the back
bone of the Crump machine.
Crump loved people and he loved
Memphis. Anything that hurt either,
he hated. Anything that helped either,
he supported. For this reason Crump
hated the KKK and fought it with the
full power of his machine, and kept it
out of Memphis during the period in
which it seemed to sweep the whole

country- U< «l«nt to tor u to auyyort

the slate of one of his bitterest political
enemies when that slate was challenged
by a unified Klan party in 1924. As a
result, while the rest of the South
around Memphis was alight with burn
ing crosses, Memphis stayed relatively
calm and quiet.
Finally, I discovered to my surprise,
that Crump was a New Deal Democrat.
He ran for Congress so that he could
be on the same slate with FDR, a man
who had overcome personal handicaps
to ran for president and who cared
about people.
After ., his « election,
Cramp created a stir by being the only
legislator from the south tq vote for
each and every New Deal piece of
legislature presented to Congress. In
deed, several times voting was stopped
because it was/thought that Cramp's
vote for a radical piece of legislature,
voted against by every other
Southerner, was a mistake.
To
Cramp, it was a vote for the people.
is attention to the benefit
of all the people in every
.part of the city and counjty made Cramp an aber
ration, even by -today's standards.
Almost every group had some reason
to dislike him, yet to each and every
group, Cramp gave something vital,,
something important, and something
that they would not get from any other
political leader. Memphis and its peo
ple progressed because under Crump
all of Memphis either stood or fell
together. It is for this reason, even
thirty years later, that older people still
refer to him as "Mr. Cramp".

H

Larry Moore

It's Just A
Racket

Hazel Fath

Y

ou are the owner of a small business and are feeling the crunch of
inflation, as is everyone else. It is important that you invest your
available cash flow in the wisest manner possible.
The telephone rings.
"Mary Jones, please?"
"This is Mary Jones."
"I thought so...thought I recognized your voice. Mary, this is (whatever name
the caller has decided to use) and I represent the Memphis Police Association.
How are you today?"
"Fine."
"That's good. Great weather we've been having, isn't it? Mary, I'm calling to
see if you can support us with the next issue of our newspaper. You've helped us
so much in the past and I wanted to call and see what size ad you want to run this
time."
"I don't recall advertising in your paper. Could you refresh my memory and
tell me what I advertised last time and the size I used?"
"Well...I don't have it in front of me right now. But, Mary, this next issue is
going to zero in on rape and that's our number one problem in Memphis. I'll bet
vou're concerned about that, aren't you?"
"Of course. But how do you plan to use my advertising to stop rape in Mem
phis?"
"Well, you know, Mary, part of the money from the advertising pays the ex
pense of putting out our newspaper and the rest will go toour rape crisis program
- to put out pamphletsand send officers around to talk to groups of women about
how they can protect themselves in a rape situation."
He continues rapidly now, "Mary, youcan help us with a tenthof a page, can't
you? That's only a hundred dollars."
"I'm sorry. I can't. I have just a small business and I have no budget for
advertising."
"But, surely, Mary, you cansupport such a good cause - maybe a business card
listing? That's only fifty dollars."
"No, really, I can't."
"Well, Mary, just to be sure that you're included and that everyone knows
you're supporting this worthwhile program I can give you a patron listing for
twenty-five dollars. You can take that out of petty cash."
"Thank you, but the answer is still no. I just don't have any money allocated
for advertising."
There is an immediate change in the tone of voice at the other end of the line,
"Well, all right, Miss Jones." (You are no longer on a first name basis.) "One
more thing - you are still located at (he names your current business address),
aren't you?"
You hang up the phone. You were not really threatened, but still you feel
uneasy because the tone of voice that the man used when he asked if you were
still at the address had seemed cold as opposed to his earlier friendliness. Perhaps
the very mention of the word "police" makes you nervous. You are not alone most people become nervous when dealing with law enforcement officials.
Hundreds of calls of this type are made daily to businesses in Memphis as they
are to businesses in every other major city in the United States. The solicitation
of contributions or advertising dollars by law enforcement organizations has been
the subject of a national television news program 60 Minutes. Newspaper articles
and editorials have appeared recently in both Memphis newspapers. But the local
businessman is still unaware of how the monies that are contributed in Memphis
-hundreds of thousands of dollars - are being spent. Nor are they familiar with
the methods used in the solicitation of these contributions or advertising dollars.
Or that the methods used are illegal.
Let's take a look at it, especially as it relates to the three labor unions in Mem
phis and Shelby County that use this form of solicitation most extensively. These

three unions are: the Memphis Police Association, the Shelby County Deputy
Sheriffs Association, and the Memphis Fire Fighters. All are affiliate locals of
the AFL-CIO, even though the word "union" does not appear in the name of the
organization. All collect monthly dues from their members and act as bargaining
agents for the membership with the city and county.
All three organizations solicit funds from local businesses to assist in their
operation. And all three use a professional promotion agency to solicit these
funds. The agency now under contract to all three organizations is Abbott and
Baron.
Within the past twelve months the Memphis Police Association has published
four ad issues of its newspaper, "The Centurion These were the holiday issue,
the Child Abuse issue, the Rape issue and a memorial issue saluting those men
who have lost their lives or been injured in the line of duty. It also sponsored a
ball at Christmas last year with tickets sold to the community. And, an ongoing
program is the sale of honorary membership cards and window stickers in the
Memphis Police Association. Some memberships are given to advertisers as an
added inducement to advertise in "The Centurion
The Shelby County Deputy Sheriff's Association published a 1981 Annual
Business Guide and History at the beginning of the year for which ads were sold.
In the spring the Association sponsored a Country and Western Show, selling
advertising space in the program and display space in thelobby of the theater. A
campaign is now underway to obtain sponsors for a coloring book that will be
given away to children in the schools of the area. The theme of the book will be
"Don't Talk to Strangers".
The Memphis Fire Fighters, new to this type solicitation, published earlier this
year a Fire Safety Manual containing advertising. They have also picked up
sponsorship of a program that Abbott and Baron was selling previously called
the Gold Key Club where card holders obtain up to 25 per cent reduction in prices
at selected restaurants and businesses in the area. The card is being offered to
business executives and individual businesses.
All of these promotions were handled by Abbott and Baron.
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ay Maples, President of the Memphis Police Association, stated that
the money raised from sale of advertising was used to pay the costs of
publishing and distributing the newspaper. Their purpose in putting
out the paper is to present the view of the police officer and to educate
and inform the community. Any additional money is used for member benefits
-for lobbying for the Association and for the legal defense of members brought
up on charges, among others.
Robert F. Lively, President of the Shelby County Deputy Sheriff's Associa
tion, stated that the monies were used for the betterment of law enforcement and
to assist the deputy sheriffs. This assistance would be provided in the form of
legal funds if a member were sued or hurt, assistance for the member's family if
the member were injured, for out-of-pocket lobbying costs and to educate the
general public about the association's programs.
Danny L. Todd, Secretary-Treasurer of the Memphis Fire Fighters, stated that
the monies they collected were used for promoting worthwhile causes in the com
munity and for the association's building fund.
Bluntly put, Memphis businesses are contributing to the support of three labor
unions and a professional promotion firm.
According to Maples, Abbott and Baron retain 70 per cent of the funds
solicited and the balance of 30 per cent is forwarded to the union. From that 30
per cent the union pays the cost of printing and distributing the newspaper.
Membership card sales and ball tickets are usually sold on a 50-50 split basis.
Obviously this arrangement is agreeable to members of the Memphis Police
Association. A report from the auditors following the audit of 1979 and the first
two quarters of 1980 read in part:

The Memphis Police Association's primary financial goals have always been
to formulate the most practical, reasonable, and secure approach to our Union
funds. Over the past years, we have pursued a direction of a conservative and
secure investment portfolio with great success."
"As Union funds have accumulated, we have purchased Certificates of
Deposit, Treasury bills, and shares in high yield liquid asset accounts. By taking
this approach, we have been able to retain our treasury at no risk with the highest
possible rate of return in the money market. The individual per member equity
has grown considerably in the past few years, and seems to be increasing every
quarter."
"The Union's financial policy of minimal expenditures, maximum interest
rates along with proper and professional fund raising will continue in the future
in order to secure the Union's financial strength for years to come. Any union
has strength in manpower numbers, but along with the need for people, there is a
need for strength in money. We have both."
Is this type of soliciting legal in thestate of Tennessee and thecity of Memphis?
James Roberson, State Director of Charitable Solicitations, stated when inter
viewed that "if monies are used for the benefit of union members they should be
registered with us". But none of the three organizations has registered with the
state of Tennessee to solicit money for any of the fund-raising campaigns listed
above.
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egistration is required under Tennessee state law 48-2204 that reads:
Every charitable organization which intends to solicit contributions
within this state, or have funds solicited on its behalf, shall, prior to
any solicitation, file a registration statement with the secretary of
state, upon forms prescribed by him. The paragraph goes on to state what is
needed in the filing including the name of the organization and its purpose; ad
dress; form of organization and its tax exempt status, if any; copy of financial
statement covering complete disclosure of all fiscal activities during the preceding
years; a statement as to whether the organization intends to solicit contributions
directly or have it done on its behalf by others; plus a variety of other documents
and a fifty dollar registration fee.
No solicitation is to begin until a certificate of registration is issued.

The unions claim that they are not "Charitable organizations". Section
48-2201 under definitions reads: Charitable organization means a group which
is or holds itself out to be a benevolent, educational, voluntary health, philan
thropic, humane, patriotic, religious or eleemosynary organization, or any per
son who solicits or obtains contributions solicited from the public for charitable
purposes.
To carry definitions a little further, Webster states that a "labor union" is an
organization of wage earners or salaried employees for mutual aid and protection
and for dealing collectively with employers.
An "association" is an organization of people with a common purpose and
having a formal structure.
Bob Lively refers to the Shelby County Deputy Sheriff's Association as a
"lodge". Webster defines a lodge as the meeting place of a branch of a secret
society or the members composing the branch.
"Benevolent" is defined as an organization intended for benefits rather than
profit. "Educational" is defined as tending or intended to educate. "Philan
thropic" is defined as affection for mankind especially a* manifested in dona
tions of money, with benevolent listed as a synonym.
Thus, would not the publication of a newspaper be "to educate"? As would
the publication of a Business Guide and History...or a Fire Safety manual...or
coloring books for children...?
And would not tickets donated to a senior citizen or an underprivileged child be
philanthropic, or benevolent?
Would not legal defense funds, monies to help a member or his family if he is
injured or lobbying costs be considered benevolent?
Should these three organizations be registered with
the Secretary of State? They should, but they are
not. The Memphis Police Association did file an ap
plication to register in April of 1981 for solicitation
by "Bingo and Direct Contact". The purpose the
contributions would be used for was listed as "For
Member Benefits and Contributions to other
Charitable Organizations". If it applies to Bingo
why not for solicitations by a professional solicita
tion organization?
The law states that a "professional solicitor
means any person who, for a financial or other con
sideration, solicits contributions for, or on behalf of,
a charitable organization. A professional solicitor
must file an application, post a $10,000 bond,
and pay a yearly fee of $300. Any employee must also register and pay a yearly
Abbott°and Baron is not registered with the Secretary of State. If the three
unions and Abbott and Baron were all registered with the Secretary of State and,
if they complied with the laws of the state, they would not be allowed to conduct
their business as it is being conducted today. Here is where they appear to be in
violation: Section 48-2213 states that No charitable organization registered and

certified pursuant to this chapter shall expend an unreasonable amount of its
gross contributions for fundraising costs. An amount of a charitable organiza
tion's gross contributionsexpended for fund-raising costs in any fiscal year not in
excess of twenty-five percent of such gross contributions shall create a rebuttable
presumption of reasonableness.
By its own admission, the Memphis Police Association pays Abbott and Baron
seventy per cent of the gross, fee on some solicitations and fifty per cent of the
gross on others. Information of exact percentages were not available from the
other two unions, but it is presumed that the amounts would be comparable to
those of the Memphis Police Association.
Section 48-2213 also states that: a professional solicitor's total fee shall not be
in excess of fifteen percent of the gross contributions which he solicits; all fundraising costs shall be included in all gross contributions.
If fund raising costs must be kept under 25 per cent and the professional
solicitor's fee should not be in excess of 15 per cent that is a total cost of 40 per
cent of gross under the law and Abbott and Baron is retaining as much a 70 per
cent in some instances.

Section 48-2213 also states: Telephone solicitations shall not be made by any
professional solicitor or his agent, servant or employee in any manner what
soever.
All contacts made by Abbott and Baron on behalf of the three labor unions are
by telephone.
Again, according to section 48-2213: A professional solicitor or his agent, ser
vant or employee shall not solicit any person for a charitable contribution
without identifying himself as a professional solicitor to the person so solicited.
The solicitors at Abbott and Baron are tpld to identify themselves by name and
say that they represent the Memphis Police Association (or either of the other two
unions). That, in itself, is a violation of the law, but many go even further and
identify themselves as officers, either by implication or by blatantly giving their
rank.
One "deputy sheriff" told an advertiser that he worked nights as a sheriff and
during the day he solicited support for their programs as a volunteer. He assured
the advertiser that many officers did the same thing.
A call to the Shelby County Deputy Sheriff's office
showed that no one with the name he had given was
either a deputy sheriff or a reserve officer.
Another solicitor identified himself as a fire fighter
whose nickname was "Sparky". This seemed highly
original but a check of records showed no fire fighter
on the force by the full name he had given.
In many instances, after a sale has been made, the
"officer" would tell the firm that "one of the -nWra
or members" would be by later that day to pick up
the check.
A survey of businesses showed that this deliberate
identification was more the rule than the exception.
Yet assurances were given by the principals in all
organizations that this misrepresentation was indeed a rarity and the offender
was always promptly dismissed.
Finally, section 48-2207 states that no person convicted of a felony in this or
any other state, shall be eligible for a certificate of registration to serve as an
employedTmember, officer or agent of any professional solicitor until his civil
rights have been restored.
Since it seems to be the rule, and not the exception, that professional solicitors
work under assumed names, it is difficult, but not impossible, to establish the
above qualification. However, the Memphis Police Department (not to be con
fused with the Memphis Police Association) has arrested, in the past month,
several employees of Abbott and Baron. The warrants were for failure to pay a
fine, failure to appear and defrauding an innkeeper to more serious counts of
felony warrants for burglary one, 'burglary two, larceny and receiving and coflcealing stolen goods.
Some employees of the organization have been convicted and served time on
felony charges. It would appear that the company would not qualify as a profes
sional solicitor duly registered with the state under this section.
The Memphis Board of Supervisors of Public Solicitation of Funds also states
that these organizations should register with it. The first article of the Board's
rules and regulations states: All Statutes and Laws of the United States of
America and the State of Tennessee regulating the public solicitation of funds are
made a part of these rules and regulations as though copied verbatim herein.
This would mean that if the organization were in violation of state laws then
they are also in violation of city laws. None, however, have applied for permits
to solicit in the city any more than they have applied to the State of Tennessee.
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hen there is the matter of gross misrepresentation. A survey showed
that a few businesses contacted had been told that the moneywas going
to the associations to pay for their activities. But others had been told
that it was to be used for a variety of other causes.
According to one solicitor, the Child-abuse issue of the Memphis Police
Association newspaper monies were to be used to "see that what is happening in
Atlanta does not happen in Memphis", various child-abuse programs and for the
dissemination of information about child abuse to the community.
Monies from the Rape issue of the same paper were alleged to be used to

educate the community about rape, to help with the programs at the Rape Crisis
Center and to help the police with their fight against rape.
The current issue of The Centurion is dedicated to officers who have lost their
lives in service to the community. Some persons were told that the monies would
be used to help the wives and children of these officers.
Each quarterly issue of the paper is planned with a heart-grabbing, emotional
appeal to the business being solicited. Yet nowhere is there concrete evidence that
any of the monies thus collected are used for the programs specified.
As for the dissemination of information to the community this would also ap
pear to be questionable. The newspaper has a mailing list of approximately 2500
names, almost one half of those are police officers and members of the union.
That would leave less than 2000 persons in a community of hundreds of
thousands receiving the information.
The same would be true for the Shelby County Deputy Sheriffs Business
Ouide and History and the Fire Fighters Safety Manual. Here, even less is
known. No one would release the information that would include how many
copies were printed or to whom the copies were distributed. Advertisers were said
to have received copies but a check showed that only those who had requested,
and even insisted, had received one.
There is a real question as to the value of a fire safety manual or a sheriffs
business guide if no one receives a copy to read and use. Might it be correct to
assume that only a few copies were printed and these used to placate irrascible
advertisers, to impress community officials and to solicit 'he next year's advertis
ing?
And what of the threat, or implied threat?
Some advertisers mentioned that the solicitor, when told "no" would get quite
belligerent. Sometimes the offer of a sticker for the window or an honorary
membership card would be added as an inducement as the solicitor assured the
businessman that it would provide a certain "protection" for the business and the
individual. In the survey many experiences were recounted of what the person
considered td be an implied threat. But none was so graphically stated as theone
told the interviewer by a member of a religious order. When she advised the
solicitor that her budget for the year had not been finalized and she could not par
ticipate in the program, s6e was asked, "Well, Sister, you don't want us to get
angry at you, do you?" He then told her that he would call back in a week or so
to see if the budget was finalized.
What of the promises of the use of the monies for a good cause? Solicitators
for the Country and Western Show assured advertisers that their money would be
used to purchase tickets to take senior citizens and underprivileged children to the
show. Yet instances were found where the tickets were actually sold to senior
citizens for five dollars eachl
,
One Memnhis business was solicited for tickets to the Memphis Police Associa
tion's Christmas Ball. The firm's representative thought a pair of tickets would
be a good prize to be added to their sales contest, so she ordered two. The
solicitor assured her that the tickets would be delivered by the representative who
came by to pick up the check. They were not. When she called later to ask about
her tickets she was told, "Oh, we gave them to a couple of old folks. We thought
that's what you wanted us to do with them."

Why do operations of this type exist? They make money - both for the union
and the professional solicitor. An analysis of the Memphis Police Association
newspaper shows that the amount of advertising space purchased would bring in
anywhere from $25,000 to $35,000 an issue. With four issues a year that would
be an annual take for the solicitors of over $75,000 and the Memphis Police
Association's shaj-e would be in excess of $25,000. This represents only one client
of Abbott and Baron. One can only imagine what the take is for all three.

Another problem that arises are the spin-offs - those persons who, after having
been employed with a particular organization, go out and open their own
establishments to solicit money for an organization that might not even exist.
Two of these are in operation in Memphis now, both being run by persons
previously employed by Abbott and Baron.
The July-August issue of the Bulletin of the Memphis Area Better Business
Bureau, Inc., listed several solicitations that were a source of inquiry at that time.
They were the First Offenders Rehabilitation, Inc.; R&S Productions seeking
funds to take senior citizens on a tour of the "Pink Palace; Shelby County
Paramedic, Life and Safety Manual; Tennessee Veterans News and a Memphis
Church Directory. All but one of these can be traced back to persons previously
employed at Abbott and Baron. One of these organizations is headed by a person
who has an extensive arrest record on a variety of felony charges.

It's a never-ending circle with more and more boiler-room type operations
springing up all over Memphis and across the country. It seems difficult to stop.
The Better Business Bureau can only investigate and advise its members of its
findings. It has no authority to take legal action. In f*t, the Memphis Better
Business Bureau, along with the City of Memphis and the State of Tennessee, are
defendants in a lawsuit now pending in Circuit Court. The Fraternal Order of
Police is challenging the solicitation laws saying it is not a charitable organization
and, as such, need not comply with the law. In fact, the Fraternal Order of Police
is presently soliciting for a country and western show.
Perhaps this lawsuit will set a precedent for future court action. In the mean
time something caiU?e done. The Better Business Bureau is continuing to advise
its members of questionable solicitation. Its president, J. B. Myers, has said that
he is pleased that very few of the Bureau's members are among the advertisers in
these publications. He feels that the information they are disseminating is being
acted upon by members.
The City of Memphis could act to enforce its solicitation laws. Action should
be brought against the organizations and companies involved and, should
lawsuits arise, a court determination would settle once and for all that these
unions are, in truth, soliciting funds illegally.

The State of Tennessee Secretary of State can move against the offenders^ But
the Director of Charitable Solicitations can only act if he is, in fact, apprised of
the situation that exists. He has no staff to continually police the state to enforce
the solicitation laws, and his only information comes from the general public who
contact him. If any businessman who has been contacted by what he assumes to
be a questionable solicitation firm would call the state and ask if the firm is
registered, this would provide the knowledge he would need to move ahead.
If the professional solicitation firms would shape up and conduct their business
according to the laws of the city and state it would be a big help. This, though, is
really too much to ask
Two groups can clean up this situation without legal action. The first group is the
unions, who can police themselves and determine that they will no longer be a
part of this type solicitation. If they want the respect of the business community,
they must earn it. They can solicit the advertising themselves or they can discon
tinue the practice and find revenues elsewhere.
The other group is the Memphis business community. It needs to be told - by
the media, the Better Business Bureau and the authorities - that this type solicita
tion is illegal. It needs to know that if a telephone is used to solicit and if the per
son calling wants to send someoneby to pick up the check immediately, a red flag
should be waving; a flag that tells them to stop, don't buy, get more information,
ask questions and insist on answers. If the business community does not support
these practices they will be discontinued. A boiler room operation exists only in a
community that supports it. If the solicitors are not making money they will
move on to another city.
However, if a businessman truly wants to support the labor unions of the
Memphis police and fire department members and the labor union of the Shelby
County deputy sheriffs , then it is far better to write a check to the organization
for the full amount and by-pass the middle-man.
As one woman interviewed asked, "If you can't trust the Police Association or
the Sheriffs' Association, who can you trust?" Until these organizations do
something to renew the trust of the business community, let the buyer beware.

Mail Order Review
Mail delivery is one of the greatest
public services provided by this coun
try. "Neither rain nor snow nor gloom
of night will deter the faithful postman
from his appointed rounds," or so the
saying goes. I'm not implying that the
Post Office is fast or efficient, but they
do deliver....eventually.
I have always enjoyed getting mail,
bills being the obvious exception. It
does not matter that my name is on a
mailing list that has been sold and re
sold perhaps a thousand times or more.
The endless stream of letters,
brochures and catalogues with their
colorful, enticing and tempting ads on
ly tend to brighten my otherwise dull
existence.
I've become a "mail-order freak" to
use the current vernacular. That is to
say, I'm "into" mail-order. I think my
fascination began many years ago with
the Veg-a-matic. (You know the device
that slices, dices, and even makes
julienne fries.) It didn't work very
well, but was a huge success as far as
the mail-order business was concerned.
The amount of ads in every national
magazine and those sent through the
mail, not to mention those usually
found on late-night TV, gives some
credence to the saying "A fool and his
money...." Not that I consider myself
a fool, mind you, but some of the
things that are offered or proffered
seem too amazing to be true. But there
is only one way to find out and that is
to order it.
Anything and everything a person
could want is available through the
mail. There is no need to leave the
comfort and safety of home to buy the
necessary and unimportant things in
life.
All can be ordered from your
favorite easy chair....including the easy
chair. Not just any easy chair, but one
with a built-in hydraulic lift that stands
you up. If you've no place to put that
easy chair you can order the home to
put it in. They have log homes, dome
homes, underground homes, and
A-frame homes that can be built in
some scenic mountain hide-away.
Naturally they are in kit form, but with
the easy-to-follow instructions you can
have your home complete in no time.
If you ever decide to leave your mail
order home there are an endless array
of vehicles available through the mail.
Plastic replicas of classic cars,
airplanes that require no license
(known as the Weedhopper), minibulldozers, sailboats, yachts,
helicopters, and a back-pack rocket
that claims it can propel _you 85 feet in
to the air at 60 miles-per-hour. It
didn't say anything about coming
down.
Naturally things can get boring
around the house and you may want
something else to do besides assembl
ing mail-order kits. The mail has

one I have ordered is titled Dirty Tricks
by George Hyduke. George points out i
in 84 chapters what to do with those
landlords, ripoffs, two-timers, bosses,
and ex-friends. "Now," the ad reads,
you can publicly humiliate your
enemy, ruin his marriage, run him out
of town all the while exposing yourself
to no risk." The book is billed as "the
definitive reference volume for
everything from simple pranks to ma
jor mayhem." I'm busy compiling my
hit list in eager anticipation of getting
this valuable book for only $9.95.
I don't know how, but I guess it is
possible for a person to get lonely
nestled in a dome home in some scenic
mountainside. But once again, the
mail-order business provider the
answer....mail order women.
It
doesn't have to be a bride but there is
that option. You also have a choice of
nationality. If real girls aren't your
thing, there are the inflatable kind that
would never talk back, nor do they re
quire a mail-order foreign language
course.
One ad found in Rolling Stone states
simply "My award-winning letter
brought positive responses (with
•
*
photos) from over 400 girls from all 50.
states and some foreign countries." It
continues "I have dated over100 lovely
girls and found and married the girl of
It didn't say what
my dreams."
became of the other 300, but never
theless, he offers to send the informa
tion free. You can't beat the mail.
I haven't found a mail-order pro
gram to become a licensed MD, but
there is an array of health cures
available to prevent or cure any
sickness or disease found' on earth, or j
]
the solar system for that matter.
\ jULn*i>
I suppose you are wondering how I
plan to finance this perfect mail-order
life. No problem.".all the money you
One does not live without food. those non-human pests there is the could ever need is available through the
Numerous varieties of foods and seeds Flyshooter. "More fun than a flyswat- mail. Below are a few ads found in just
Spring-loaded and shoots a one magazine.
are available through the mail. There ter.
Designed and
.are seeds to grow every thing from reusable disk.
MONEY SECRETS Halp ,0 ET RICH 11 8ocrat law
1-——- —"tt-brln#
climbing strawberries to 30-pound engineered for the right speed ,and
"
Fantaatlc proflta. caah and
tomatoes.
Currently I'm awaiting range to swat flys." Sciencq-fiction has monay.
No axparlanea/own houra. FREEII
nothing
on
mail-order.
shipment of a Shiitake mushroom log.
Fraa datalls:
BORROW FROM HOME
To run a home there is a need for
According to a full-page advertisement
plan Any amount any wor*"
I can grow giant mushrooms indo'ors electricity and water. No problem. ralalng rabblta for ua. Fraa
year 'round. "The majestic Shiitake You can order a completesolar system,
mushroom" the ad claims "is revered wood-burmng stoves, electric wind
by gourmets for its flavor and revered power generators and a drill to dig
in the Orient as the Elixir-of-Life." your own well to provide all the water
Information. , Boom.
Who could resist at a mere $19.95 plus you need to drink' and grow those *2.00 [rafundabla]
$2.00 for postage and handling for all 30-pound tomatoes.
In
upcoming
issues I will describe
Later, if you find yourself with
the mushrooms I can eat? Incredible
nothing to do after having put all the some of the many mail-order items.
' and edible? I intend to find out.
And,
by
the
way,
copies or reprints of
really
neat
gadgets
together,
you
may
Naturally with all the gadgets and
valuable things you have in your mail want to get in sonfe light reading; this column are available for $5.00
order home you need a way of protec There are books on every subject im each. Send cash, check; or money
ting them. The electronic industry has aginable and some unfathomable. order in care of this paper.
provided the latest in computerized Paladin Press has one of the better lists
home burglar alarms and electronic of books which include: The Complete If you have ordered any unusual items
devices to make your home as safe as Book of Knife Fighting, Survival and wish to share it with our readers
Fort Knox. But there are those who Poaching, Life After Doomsday, drop a line to Mail Order Review in
will stop at nothing to get at your Black Medicine, and False Face. The care of this paper.
fabulous training programs. You can
become anything you desire through
the mail....minister, private detective,
or saw sharpener, just to name a few.
One ad reveals that there is a home
training course to get you on your way
to a great income by learning to
become a Notary, and as an added
benefit you can increase your standing
in the community. (I know how much I
respect them.)

goodies. The arsenal of weapons could
supply an entire army. There are real
guns and rifles, BB guns capable of fir
ing 300 rounds-a-minute, and even a
Buck Roger's style pain gun that, ac
cording to the ad, produces an invisible
(as opposed to visible) pain field
generating moderate to intense pain in
the head of the intruder.
Also
available is the Ruby laser gun capable
of burning the culprit in half. For

jk.
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Pick it up on the night train
down on the corner of rhythm and blues
where I have met all of my boys since
back in '52
bringing 'em Stax and Sun
cuz I think that Cleveland forgot
and Memphis forgot
where they were comin' from

The dogs have been strangely quiet
for a couple of hours now, so I'm tak
ing this time to write. I have just
returned from three months of
enlightening meditation with the Over
ton Park Llama, and, though light still
hurts the eyes a bit, I feel I am not
strong enough to take up the torch of
truth in journalism.
As a Veteran of the Great Wars, I
think I will be able to report clearly and
objectively upon events in Memphis,
even as they unfold like a butterfly into
the greater Vandala of Yin and Yang
that is our Universe throbbing like a....
Please excuse me. Sometimes I....
Anyway, the Flyer has given me
Carte Blanche, which is not, a's I first
thought, some kind of credit card. As
near as I can come to understanding it,
it means I don't have to stay straight
while I'm writing. I don't know. I do
know these are crazy, difficult, and
often tacky times we live in, and some
one's got to wade out there into the
middle of all that !•'"&[ and let the
people know what's going on!
First off, I'd like to tell you about
the Wild Tchapitoulis and the Neville
Brothers, who played here this summer
at the Music Fest. I'd really like to.
They were really good, only I was
booth, and when I got up to dance, all
my notes fell out of my lap and right
into the middle of a mud puddle.
Almost spilt my beer trying to catch
them. Anyway, those suckers could
sure play, and Charmaine Neville's
dancing could put goosebumps on a
snake.
Meanwhile, in reply to Mayor Wyeth
Chandler's letter to me of the 15th;
No, Mayor, there is absolutely no
substance to the rumor that the new
Bob Dylan is a clone. He did not die in
a motorcycle wreck back in the sixties,
all of his songs since then were not
written by John Lennon, and if you
listen to all of Nashville Skyline
backwards, you will get a splitting
headache.

There's an intensity that you can't ignore
on this album. Ms. Jones' journeys into
the underbelly of Americana are done
with great panache and joy. Traveling in
groups of netherworld skid row drop-outs,
the artist and the audience are at once
disarmed and enchanted.
Not since Laura Nyro's epochal
"New York Tendaberry" has a female
singer/songwriter proven that genius and artist are
terms associated with both genders. To be caught up in
this record is to become instantly "hip" in a world
where things can only get better. Don't get me wrong,
there's no despair here. These characters may be
down, but they're not out: They're gone! The
Great Depression caught up in a mad dance
of defiance. . .
With a nose-thumbing attitude and a voice
that alternately coos and wails, Jones treats
us to a free rollercoaster ride through her
soul. So honest and so seedy. . . What
we have here is poet, priestess and pur
veyor of Cool. She'd sooner give you
five than give you a glimpse, but a
glimpse is all that it takes to
realize that Rickie Lee Jones is
artist with impressive credentials.
The music and lyrics contained herein
are simply devastating. Her stance
is well taken, and her delivery is
piledriven home.
In Rickie Lee's part of town there might
be giant Exxon signs, but you can't make
them out for the smoke, or maybe it's
just too dark - the dark side of
human nature that still needs to
party. It's like. . . if life
is a tombstone, it should read
"LA DI DA"! If the rangers
had a homecoming, the Queen's
identity would be a piece
of cake.

L.S. Pearce

a couple of Tylenol and get beautiful wasteland near Overton Park
some rest, Wyeth.
It's just the that was cleared for the expressway.
pressure.
The City Council's latest proposal for
I'm tempted at this point to dealing with it is to plant it over in
comment on Mud Island, as I was Kudzu to protect it from erosion,
taken on a tour of it the other day, but children, vegetable gardens,
I won't. Not yet. I think we need to picnickers, and people in general, until
feed those boys some more rope out a decision can be reached concerning
there on the Island. They're not its future. This plan follows the same
through, yet, with whatever it is that grand trend of thought that led to the
they are doing. Give them a chance. demolition of Beale Street, and I think
Sure, we could have had a pyramid, or
it will work just as well. If you can't
giant earthen guitar, or even just some have something, mess it up so no one
grass and trees. A few picnic tables. else can, either.
But, NO! We're getting Mud Island,
Maybe we should give it back to the
whatever that is. Who knows, maybe Indians. The Choctaws lived there
we'll like it. We had better. We're longer than any of us. They fought
paying for it.
harder for it, and suffered more for its
Sooner or later, we've got to decide loss.
what's to become of that great
Once again, I don't know. I have

visions of bike trails, park benches,
swings, picnic tables, annexation to
Overton Park, but it will probably
wind up as a shopping mall, a chemical
dump, a nuclear reactor, or worse yet,
clowndominiums. When you think
about it, maybe Kudzu isn't such a bad
idea after all.
That's all for now, shut-ins, but read
me again in the coming months, when
I'll be bringing you an in-depth
interview with a real live wino,
personal commentary on after-hours
topless bars, restaurant reviews from
Frayser, Tales of the Korean Dog
Catcher, the exact time and date of the
coming alignment of all the planets,
and notes on what to do after the
earthquake.
respitefully yours,

in i JU|fJL
It's not often that a loosely knit
group of artists with some common
goals, ideals and grievances can effec
tively organize and get their project go
ing for what looks like a long haul.
MMUSIC is definitely on its way, with
momentum.
Memphis Musicians United Suppor
ting Improvisational Creativity
(MMUSIC) defines itself as follows:
....a group of Memphis Musicians and
other interested people who are united
in their efforts to perform, promote
and teach music that contains any ele
ment of improvisation or spontaneity;
music that is commonly called 'jazz',
in all of its myriad of forms, be it
'Blues', 'Dixieland', 'Society Jazz',
'Be Bop', 'Pre Bop', 'Post Be Bop',
'Swing', 'Latin Jazz', 'Gospel Jazz',
'Avant Garde', 'Jazz Rock', 'Fusion',
'Traditional',
'Modern','Progressive
The group is two years old and
within that time, has brought jazz into
a much higher profile in Memphis. A
good deed not only for musicians and
their audience, but for a city struggling
to gain a positive self-concept. The
MMUSIC founders believe that to nur
ture jazz is to nurture human freedom
-that jazz goes to the root of things
human and political. Beyond that,
there is the economic factor. To quote
Downbeat:
Of the money spent in America for
music, two per cent goes to jazz, which
is ridiculous when you consider that
jazz is the real creative contribution of
America to music.
MMUSIC presents an average of six
live performances each month and
publicizes other local jazz happenings.
They arrange jazz clinics and educa
tional workshops, bringing in guest ar
tists regularly. As of last spring, the
group established a favorable enough
reputation to win a ten thousand dollar
Bravo Award from the First Tennessee
Bank.
In order to discover the message
resulting from all this activity for the
typical and ultimate recipient, the per
son who wants to get out and hear
some jazz, I attended a variety of
MMUSIC events. The music ranged
from standard sounding riffs on tradi
tional tunes to some stuff that I
wouldn't have believed if I hadn't been
there.
The slickest production, which drew
a packed house at UT's Schrier
Auditorium, was the Frank Strozier
homecoming concert. A lot of craft
and virtuosity was on display in the
carefully structured, lengthy im
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provisations performed by Strozier and
his Memphis sidemen. On the sax,
Strozier used a good deal of 6ctave
displacement (high notes and low notes
coming on like a heated discussion bet
ween two very different personalities.)
Tension was frequently created by
short, quickly repeated motives.
Strozier's machine-gun articulation
was incredible as was his ability to sus
tain and shape a sound almost forever,
without breathing. In contrast to this
drive were other kinds of softer, more
tentative, pastel ideas. I especially liked
the breathy haiku passages which
Strozier evoked on the flute in Wave.
The most provocative concert I've
been to in a long time, happened in ear
ly May at Southwestern. Cartwright,
Lytle and Moss, atrio from New York,
specialize in spontaneous, freelyimprovised music. Lytle and Cartwright played a full range of extended
techniques on clarinets, saxes and
flutes. Ther? were multiphonics (mak
ing up to six or seven sounds on the
horn simultaneously by cross finger
ing), flutter tonguing, ululating as if in
a tribal frenzy, enveloping tones with
squeaky attacks, a full spectrum of
whoops and squawks, raspy tremolos,
buzzings and hummings.
The
sax/flute person, Cartwright (original
ly from Mississippi) managed to work
in some Faulkner too.
The amazing percussion batter in
cluded Mason jars, a Bertoia sculpture
(during intermission I asked percus
sionist/vocalist Moss what was that
spiky thing that looked like a Bertoia
sculpture. He said, "It is a Bertoia
sculpture. I know Harry Betoia.")
sheets of mylar and plexiglas, a thumb
piano, bull roarer, and small thrown
objects....all subjected -along with
woodwinds- to varying sorts of elec
tronic manipulation. Also, Moss was
adept at mouth noises such as ar
ticulated gibberish and gurgles.
Texture was the main element
throughout the evening. Its use was
organic and essential rather than the
usual function of adding character or
color to a melody line. Unbelievable
amounts of resourcefulness, imagina
tion and sheer energy were necessary to
keep the ideas vibrant and fldwing.
Remember, no traditional chart-type
harmonies and hot much melody. It
worked. My only reservation was with
the group's time structuring. Some of
the richest, most fascinating ideas were
abandoned too soon, and other things

became overdrawn. (An allegory in
itself, I guess.)
Anyhow, they
emoted,wimpered, went on rampages,
got bent,made like little birds or large
fowl and did a lot of other things. I
felt a strong urge to participate. It was
a resonant, inspiring evening. An ap
propriate comment was made by one
of the performers after the last piece;
"We'd like to thank the music for hav
ing us here."
Another, more typical MMUSIC
event was the Floyd Newman Quintet
performing for a grateful standingroom-only crowd one evening at the
Main Library. I particularly enjoyed a
fast-paced, breezy, free-spirited
rendition of Blue Bossa Nova. Overall,
their program was balanced and
satisfying. All the players had
distinctiveness, good ideas and facility.
It was a relaxing sort of concert, just
right for a summer night.
A frequent kind of MMUSIC
engagement is the club gig. I heard a
few sets of the Bill Mobley Quartet at
Murphy's Oyster Bar. Here the music
blended with bar noises, food, comings
and goings, conversations. Of course,
it took over the atmosphere, shaping
and coloring the experience of anyone
who stopped by. The sound of the
playing was fresh, bright and robust.
At one point, the owner came over and
chatted. He commented that "people
don't want to pay a cover in Memphis.
That's why the musicians have a hard
time in Memphis. People will come in
and pay $75.00 for some drinks to get
them high, but they won't pay
something at the door. I may not he
able to keep a big group. I just can't
make any money on it. And where else
do the musicians have to play except
the clubs?"
These words came back to me when I
asked Doug Garrison, president of
MMUSIC, about the Bravo award
money which will be used to sponsor
'homecoming concerts' by jazz
musicians who began their careers in
Memphis. He said the funds will
"bring back people who have had to
leave in order to pursue their art. They
couldn't get gigs here. ' We want to'"
show them that the people they left
here are still friends and appreciate
what they are doing. Also we want to 1
expose people here who don't know
them."
Currently MMUSIC is searching out
their homecoming artists. First in the
series of fine artists is George

Coleman, a Manassas High graduate
who is best known for his work with
Max Roach, Gene Ammons, Slide
Hampton and Miles Davis.
MMUSIC functions like a club.
There are meetings, dues, newsletters.
If you want to contribute toward this
group's non-profit effort to promote
local jazz, you could join as an
associate member (which entitles you
to one-half off admission price to
MMUSIC sponsored events.) Or you
could simply go to some MMUSIC
performances. I found that anything
happening under their sponsorship was
pleasurable and more than worthwhile,
high quality, creative Memphis music.

MMUSIC LIVE JAZZ
JAZZMOBILE:
Huey's, 3:30-7:00
p.m., Sundays
IRV REASON/FLOYD NEWMAN
GROUP: Bill's Twilight Lounge, 9:00
p.m.-l:00 a.m., Sundays
TONY THOMAS TRIO: Bombay
Bicycle Club, 10 p.m.-l:30 a.m.,
Fridays and Saturdays

OTHER LIVE JAZZ

GEORGE CALDWELL & EROS:
No. 1 Beale St., 7:00-11:00 p.m.,
Tuesdays,Wednesdays,
and
Thursdays; 8:30-12:30 p.m., Fridays
and Saturdays
EROS with ED FINNEY: No. 1 Beale
St., 8:30-12:30 p.m., Fridays and
Saturdays
BACKSWING (Big Band): Captain
Bilbo's, 7:30-10:45 p.m., Sundays

JAZZ ON THE AIR

FM 89 WLYX
Sunday
.12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m.
Monday
10:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
Thursday
6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
FM 90 WEVL
Sunday
8:00 a.m. to12:00 noon
Monday
8:00 p.m. to2:00 a.m.
Tuesday
,.5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
8:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
Thursday
...10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Saturday
12:00 noon to 3:00p.m.
FM 91 WKNO
Monday-Friday.'..10 p.m? to midnight
Wednesday...10 p.m. "Jazz at the In
stitute"
Saturday...10 p.m., NPR'S "Jazz
Alive"
FM 97 WHRK
Sunday
7:00 p.m. to midnight

HOMECOMING CONCERT
GEORGE COLEMAN
Sunday, Sept. 27
U.T., Schreier Auditorium
800 Madison
Call: 521-1909

ACADEMIC
PROGRAM

ADULT
PROGRAM
The Adult Ballet Program at
MAB includes Ballet Exer
cise, Beginning Adult Ballet
and Intermediate Adult
Ballet classes for all ages.
Classes are offered both
daytime and evening.

MAB offers professional
classical ballet training for
the serious student. A com
plete dance education, in
cluding graded Children's
Ballet,Pointe/Varlations, and
Pas de Deux.

CLASSES OFFERED

MONTHLY
TUITION

One class each week

CHILDREN'S BALLET
PreBallet: (4-5 yrs. old)
Children's A: [6-8 yrs. old with little or no training)
Children's B: (8-10 yrs. old with 0-2yrs. training)

INTERMEDIATE BALLET

$18.00
$20.00
$20.00

A: Two classes each week (beg. pointe
Included)
B: 3 classes each week (on pointe)

CLASSES OFFERED
ADULT CARD SYSTEM
1 class each week
2 classes each week
3 classes each week
4 classes each week
5 classes each week

($5.00 per class)
($4.50 per class)
($4.00 per class)
($3.50 per class)
($3.00 per class)

ADVANCED BALLET
Pointe Included

$56.00

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW YOGA AND JAZZ CLASSES

MEMPHIS
Official

WLOK

For Information Call 452-6984
George Latimer • Artistic Director

ACADEMY
OF BALLET
School of Ballet South

Announces me
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Your Card Is FREE For The Asking At the WLOK
Studios NOW During Regular Business Hours, Mon
day Thru-Friday.
The WLOK Black-Gold Card Entitles You To Many Discounts At Area
Businesses Plus Black-GoldCard-Holders Will BeEligible For Prizes Given
Away On WLOK. Merchants OfferingBlack-Gold Card Discounts Are:
. . . . Metro Diner, 460 E. Crump Blvd., Metro Shopping Center, 50% OFF ANY D I N N E R ^ ^ ^ ^
Levi Road Auto Parts, 1720 Thomas, 25% OFF ANY USED AUTO PART.
Soul Fashions, 4112 Elvis Presley, 20% OFF ALL SHOES.
\
. . . . Perel Jewelry, 20% OFF ALL WATCHES AND JEWELRY ITEMS.
\
Parson's Cleaners, All Locations 20% OFF ALL CLEANING.
\
Jones Big Star - 504 OFF ALL WATERMELONS.
\
Flair Beauty Supply, 976 E. Brooks Rd., 10% OFF ANY MERCHANDISE.
\
. . . Kelly Lynn Figure Salons 10% OFF ALL ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP.
\
. . . J o h n T a y l o r A n dS o n s Grocery, A l lLocations, A Q U A R T O F S C H L I T Z B E E R F O R O N L Y \
994 OR A CHEESEBURGER FOR 994.
\
. . . . Accurate TV Rental, All Locations, 5% OFF THE FIRST MONTH'S RENTAL FEE
\
. . . . B e r t ' s M e n s& S t o r e , A l l l o c a t i o n s , 1 0 %O F F A L L S U I T S A N D C O A T S T H R U E N D O F
\
SEPTEMBER.
\
. . . .M r . T V Rental, 884 E. Brooks.,$5 O F F T H E FIRST WEEK'S RENTAL. (ADDITIONAL $5I F
YOU REFER A NEW CUSTOMER)
. . . . Willie White's B.F. Goodrich Store, 3070 Third St.,REGULAR GREASE JOB FOR ONLY
994.
. . . . Robinson Mobile Service Station, 2133 Lamar &Parkway,REGULAR TIRE REPAIR - A $4
VALUE FOR ONLY $1.50.
. . . . Quality Quick Cleaners,285 E.McLemore&Latham,10%OFF ALLCLEANING ORDERS
... Wendy's, Third& CrumpOnly, BUY ANY SANDWICHAND GET A FREE COKE,AFTER 4
P.M. & ALL DAY SUNDAY. NOT AVAILABLE AT DRIVE-UP-WINDOW.
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